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ed otisiuqer nu neneit o dadilibah al ne nartnec es euq senalC 43:20 22/70/32 583,151,6 293,15 setabmoc 001 ed s¡Ãm ed sorbmeim soveun On any other forum! 48,573 3,313,456 07/23/22 02:26 This article is about the free Iron Man. For the Guide of Iron Man, see the Guide of Iron Man. This article contains information about the training of Iron
Man or Iron Man free that significantly differs from normal skills training. Melee gets 20 attack and strength before moving on to defense for a greater damage per second. The numbers assume approximately that number in attack and strength. There is a bronze cimitar on the first floor [?] Of the Casa del Este in Rimmington. 1-15: cows or chickens.
Gather cow skins for experience in elaboration or feathers for fishing experience. Bury all bones; The prayer will not be more easy. 15-30: Minotaurs in Stronghold of Security. Ideal for collecting iron arrows for XP at a distance. (15-50): Giant/large frogs in the Lumbridge swamp. These are the rocky crabs of F2P. Low defense and high points mean
that they could be the most high experience per hour at this level. However, the lack of drops also of the bones means a diminished prayer experience without monetary gains. Just do this if you only want experience, but it is not recommended. 30-99: Hill giants. The good experience of prayer and low defense make the giants of the hills the best
training of here, for the most part. Especially good for the last Ironmen. (40-60): Meat trackers. At the expense of the prayer experience and drops, you can get an AFK fak training in Flesh Crawlers due to their aggressiveness. (60-99): giant aramon. Similar to meat trackers: AFK training but without experience or drops of prayer. (45-99): Moss
Giants. Good prayer experience, but multiple in Varrock sewers means that people can steal their botine. If the hill giants are full of people and They are not moss, this can be a better experience per hour. Alternatively, I could go to the giant place of Moss in Crandor after completing Dragon Slayer. As it is not a multiple, your botine will be
guaranteed, but you are much more far from a bank, so it is advisable to carry a teleport with you. (60-99): (60-99): If you want runes of law, notes of essence, year -old arrows, and Mithril mineral and you don't care so much prayer experience, Ankou are a good alternative. (70-99): Oresos warriors. Excellent for nature/law/death runes and many
drops of run car. Ranged reãºne irony arrows of minotaurs before starting. If you have enough GP you can buy iron arrows in Loweâ € ™ s Archery Emporium in Varrock. 1-10: cows or chickens. The same as for melee. 10-30: Dark Magi in Draynor. Drushing runes of nature and runes of the law, and attacks with magic against its remote armor. Be
sure to get a leather armor cut at 20. 15-30: Minotaurs. You can keep level 12 Minotaurs in one of the rooms. From level 25 Ranged will break even with the arrows and around the level 30 rank that will end with more arrows you had. 30-50 (or 99): Hill giants. Once more, the giants of the hills are large due to the experience of prayer, but they can
become boring. 40-99: Moss giants or ice giants. Sure. (50-99): Ankou. Safespotable, and provide runes of the law and some inflexible arrows. Good way to collect the essence of the Ultimates. (50-99): Oresos warriors. Safespotable and drop a lot of nature, and the Rune Law. They also throw a large number of iron and steel and alchable arrows, such
as complete runes and Runes battle axes. Magic do not use defensive casting. XP Defense is free, Mágica XP costs GP. Every 30 minutes, the Lumbridge tutor magician provides 30 air runes and 30 mental runes. 1-13: cows, chickens, Goblins, Minotaurs. These levels should fly, thanks to free reos attacks provided by the Magic Combat Tutor in
Lumbridge. 13-99: major demons. They have a low minor defense and can release the complete scoring of the oleiH oleiH :99-31 .htim atemoc y anur ed onell n³Ãmit le renetbo y azeuqir ed daditnac narg anu ririuqda ed setna elbisop aes omoc otnorp nat soinomed seroyam recah ed ratart ,stlu sal araP .kcilf raro ed dadisecen nis sosicerp s¡Ãm naes
socig¡Ãm seuqata sut euq ecah otsE .sacin³ÃmeD saniuR sal ed n³Ãicaro al ed n³Ãicaruatser ed dadeiporp al a odibed atinifni n³Ãicaro al a osecca seneit s¡Ãmeda BIL to the fire strike, provide pray XP, and sure. Use an ice giant to block ice warriors and wait 10 minutes to make them liabilities. (13-99): Minor demons. A more safe alternative to major
demons. (13-99): Giant hills. If you want xp prayer, laws and runes of nature. (19-99): Cursing splashing. Very intensive click, but by far the most cheap form to 99 magic. This should be done in the cemetery while the XP prayer is received. (39-99): Ankou. Crumble Undead makes massive damage and is very expensive, but it is quite expensive and
requires a lot of click. (59-99): Fire Blasting OGGSS Warriors. The Death Runes are expensive but all the ones obtained must be used in Warriors OGGS since it is the best use for them and saves the greatest amount of time in general. They can be done before with Fire Strike but it will take time, especially at low levels. Rune drops will be able to
support air/mind runes when they are thrown. The prayer complete the restless spur. Assuming that the restless ghost is complete, it will be témido of level 10. From here, 448 large bones will be needed to reach the protected element (level 25), or 3281 large bones to protect from the mel. Level 43). Buying every bone you get and the exposure of
prayer will accumulate slowly. Kill little power monsters such as chickens (also ã ostiles for feathers) or the strong of security, or the large giants of Hill that drop bones are bones basically the best conventional prayer training. Alternatively, you can venture at level 33 Wilderness to bury great reproductions in the garden (from 4k xp/hr to more than
7k xp/hr if it jumps into the world). For this, I will want a decent defense. If you are an adult, you want to get rid of most of your wealth before venturing here. You can also go to the temple of chaos (Wilderness) in 11 There are no NPCs and many normal bones (more than 6k xp/hr if you skip worlds), but it is a safer place apart from possible PKers.
Assuming our 6k xp/hour on the boneyard, this will take just over an hour to Protect Item, and over 8 hours to Protect from Melee. Runecrafting Runecrafting Runes. You need 194 rune essence. Go to 9 before changing, as runes will be useful for spells, and are closer to a bank. It doesn't create mental runes; it's not worth your time to save a couple
hundred bedside masks. For ULTS, grind these levels once you finish the rune mysteries, then release Air Talisman. It can take a long time on Goblins for an air bill if you choose to drop before achieving LVL 9. Instead of dropping runes of air after each boat³ you can sell them to Betty in Port Sarim on her walk back to the magicians' Tower. Regular
ironmens can combine the creation ³ air networks with the mining of the ³ guild for efficient training. 9-14 and 9-99 for Ultimate Iron Man. Earth Runes. You need 175 rune essence. The talism of the earth can be obtained from the magician of the earth, men and warriors al-Kharid. This is the best option ³ Ironmen definitive until 99, as it is the closest
altar to a mine essence. 14-20: Fire runes. You need 338 rune essence. For Grayhelms, this is a little faster than the Earth's runes, as long as it already has the essence. The talism of fire can be obtained from the magician of fire or dark magicians. After this guide (Regular Iron Man), 707 ESS required for level 20 Runecrafting. Regular ironmen can
also combine the creation ³ executions of fire with silver or iron mining 20-99: body runes. Best XP for Grayhelms. Viable option ³ Ironmen Ultimate If you collect remarkable essence from Minotaurs, Catable Pons or Ankou. The talismans fall from the giants and guards of the hill. An alternative to regular ironmen is to gather all the talismans who
have fallen from the monsters and accumulate them over time. Then take tiaras and write them down with the talismans. Building ³ one of the most important skills for Ironmen F2P, now It makes great money and provides improvements to the precise amulet, as well as the start team. 1-3: Shearer sheep 3-8: Mistalin Mystery 3-16: leather. If you are
training fighting with low levels in cows, you can also train elaboration at the same time. (3-16; 40+): 40+): Themica is much more rose, but does not train the blacksmith. There are two possible races: clay at the South-West Varrock mine, water in Varrock Central Fountain, Craft in Barbarian Village, Canoe/Run to Varrock West. Or the Mão in the
dwarf mine, water in the sources of the monastery, artisanãa in the Balbara village. As you can access to the Crafting Guild to more than 40 Crafting. This world becomes a good option since the guild contains clay mines, a sink, a potter wheel and a cerhemic oven. Granting 32xp/Tazón Without the need for a bank trip, a total of 10k xp/hour can be
obtained. (This was done with a total of 7 jugs, creating soft clay) 16-23: non-resistant symbols. At 50xp/symbol, this is the second XP Más Raven for Ironmen F2P. Silver is much more répida for mine than gold, and symbols provide reasonable cash. For Ironmen, sell the bandit store in the desert. For Ultimate Ironmen, only sell the general store. You
can make symbols using the al-kharid mine (5 rocks) and using the al-kharid oven, the Mina and the Varrock West bench (or Canoa to Lumbridge for Ults), or the Manufacturing Guild and the Faller TV. The most important is, with much, the last one, but requires many runes of laws. Falador is the best bet for Ultimate Ironmen, while jumping in
Varrock West is the best for Ironmen, since the mine is more close to a bank. 23-99: Tiaras. 52.5xp/tiara, this is the most important manufacturing. The money earned is much less than with the symbols, but at higher levels, the importance of money becomes marginal for the Ironmen F2P. (Alternative, once more than 40 years): gold/amulets
necklaces. Gold is better money and black XP, but at the expense of XP elaboration. The best way to do it is to jump in the dwarf mine or the al-kharid mine, or teleing/running from the manualization guild. Gold also maximizes experience 05 05 a 61 ed :azreuf ed otelumA :satoN .sodip¡Ãr s¡Ãm sorenim sejaiv arap socnab rasu nedeup on euq ay ,seyel
sal ne raifnoc euq neneit euq sovitinifed nemnorI sol arap adneimocer es olos etnemlaicnese euq ol rop ,adazilitu yel rop which is required for a strength amulet, 1972 Sãmbols or 1878 tiaras will be needed. Power amulet: 16 to 70 crafts, which is required for a power amulet, will need 14698 symbols or 13998 tiaras. Minero la Minería will naturally be
one of the most level skills, since the artisanãa, Runecrafting and Smithing depend on it. The players should not have to worry about training it specifically, since they will naturally come with having to train other skills. 1-15: rock rocks/copper rocks (1-15): Runa essence. If you train Smithing by completing The Knight's Sword first, you will not need
any can or copper rock. Although its experience rate is slow, the essence of mining runes can be a better option, since you need it for Runecrafting. 15-18: Doric's Quest 18-20: Iron Rocks 20+ Training Smithing, Crafting and Runecrafting Smithing Maybe the most differing skill of training, especially for final ironmen. However, in order to have a
better groove gear, 89 Herrería is needed. This ability will always need training. 1-29: The gentleman's sword. Obtain the spawns of the iron bar either killing dwarves or going to the desert spawning west of the shadow cemetery. It is not worth getting 15 to herrer first in order to make the iron bars yourself. 15-99 iron. Specifically for the grays, this
is the most important, since the iron ore is so raised to collect, and only an average of 2 minerals per bar is needed. Always favor platebodies> PlatELEGS> Shortswords, then sell specialized stores. For adults, this world is very slow unless it has natural runes for overheating or a lot of laws to teleport of the Varrock SW mine failed baked and back to
Varrock each trip. More of 20 silver bars. The way to get the elaboration of XP on the road. More than 30 azelarutan azelarutan ed sanur ratsag nis orreih ed aÃrerreh noc px laugi isac neugisnoc seraluger nemnori soL .orreih odnatnelacerbos selarutan sanur sus rasu atropmi sel on euq selanif nemnori sol arap olos elbaiv se odot©Ãm etsE .oreca ed
solucÃtra odneicah y noegnuD ellivegdE ed anim al o nevrawD ed anim al ne otneimatnelacerbos ed oreca ed It is not recommended for them. More than 40 gold bars. Mainly for definitive Ironmen. It gives a lot of money and decent Smithing and Crafting XP. The best world for this is to use runes of law to teleport to fault from the artisan guild. 50+:
Mithril overheating and Adamantite or Herrería rune is profitable, but they are not an efficient way to train Smithing. Fishing/kitchen everything you catch. Cook will probably always high that fishing unless you powerfish. 1-5: Net shrimp south of Lumbridge for the fishing tutor or in Draynor if the level 7 Dark Wizards can be avoided. 5-20: sardine
fishing bait (and there after level 10) in Draynor. The Gerrant's Fishy Business of Port Sarim offers a fishing and 200 baits. 20-99: Fly fishing trout (and salmó after level 30) in Lumbridge or Barbarian Village. No one is more than more. Do not be tempted to make Pike at 25 due to its slow capture rate. Use chicken feathers, which is also a great way
to train the prayer very quickly (although it does not train so well other combat statistics). You can also buy them at the Port Sarim fishing store. Cut the wood / Firemaking Firemaking is only good to increase its total level. However, with the wooden cut it can be transported in canoes throughout the Misthalin area and save race energy. It requires
12 woodcut for trunk canoe. This canoe will take you from Lumbridge to the Champions Guild, Barbarian Village, Edgeville and Vice versa. La Canoa Waka (57 Woodcut) takes you to the Wilderness pond (level 37 Wilderness). Apart from creating a mithril, inflexible or rock ax through Smithing, a bob steel ax or minor demons is its ºnica option. 1-15:
Normal trees. The best places are the onlines northwest of the castle of Lumbridge, northwest of the Draynor shore, the dead drums of Draynor and the founds that surround Varrock. 15-40: Robles. Since your best ax is a steel ax unless you get 51 Smithing, you want to exceed 30 WC requirement for willows before Go ahead. The best places are on
Lumbridge's North Bridge, east and west of Varrock, and north and west of Draynor and just outside the Guild of Champions. 40-99: Willow. The best places are Draynor, Port Sarim and Rimmington. Get a Mitril ax as soon as possible for training. Yew trees will never be worth it. Armor and weapons For all three combat styles, any layer is just as
good, because both layers and equipment layers have the same stats. Helm warrior: Rune full helm (Greater demons, Ogresses, Obor) > Rune med helm (Lesser demons, Ogresses, Obor) > Adamant full helm (Helmet Shop) Body: Rune platebody (Oziach) > Rune chainbody (Champions' Guild, Obor) > Adamant platebody (Champions' platebody
(Champions' Guild) or Decorative Body Gold (800 Castle Wars entries) Legs: Champions' Guild, Obor > Platelegs Adamant (Leggings' Armored Bazaar) s/Major Demons) or Decorative Gold Legs (600 Castle Wars entries) Shield: Runa (96+1 Smithing, Obor) > Runa Shield sq (92+1 Smithing) > Adamant Kiteshield Shield (81+1 Smithing) or Gold
Decorative Shield (600 Castle Wars entries) > Adamant Kiteshield Shield (77+1 Smithing) > Mithril Kiteshield Shield (Ice Giants) or White Decorative Shield (60 Castle Wars entries) > Kiteshield Shield (Black) > Mithril Square Shield (Ice Giant / Minor Demon) Amulet: Power Amulet (40 MinerÃa, 40 Smithing, 70 ArtesanÃa, 57 Magic) Strength
Amulet (40 MinerÃa, 40 Smithing, 50 ArtesanÃa, 49 Magic) > Precision Amulet³Imp Catcher) > Santo sÃbol (20 MinerÃa, 20 Smithing, 31 OraciÃ ³n and 16 Crafting) Boots: Luxury Boots or Stronghold of Security Gloves: Green dâ hide vambraces (Champions' Guild) Weapon: Rune cimitarra (89+1 Smithing; (HCIM: Bryophyta falls 2 bars runite) >
Rune sword (Champions' Guild) > Adamant sci Mitar (74+1 Smithing) > Adamant sword Swordshop) > Cimitarra Mitril (Zekeâ s Superior Scimitars) The Guild of Champions also has a long and massive sword Rune Rune. Ogre shamans and Ogre warriors can launch a Rune battle ax. Rangers * * It does not provide any offensive bonus magic gear * =
does not provide any offensive bonuse and Smithing +1 Force Poci Energy â € “Increases energy by 10% (made by pharmacist) guide of bay frequent questions Q: I just started. What should I do? A: Boose as much as possible to get starter GP. The unique mission that you should expect to do (if you plan to remain long -term F2P) is Rune Myteries
because it can be exploited to cultivate talismans. Do Sheep Shearer, Witchâ € ™ S Potion, and Vampire Slayer as soon as possible for XP. The most big mission to complete is the knight's sword, which takes you from 1-29 forge. After getting 12 points of bays you can do Black Knights Fortress for 2500 GP. The security strength gives 10k coins if
complete. Some ultimate Ironmen intentionally do not complete the strength so that in case of death, 10k can be used as reconstruction money. Q: How do I get a Mith/Addy/Rune ax and a Rune Cimitar? A: Smithing is the only way at this time. Reasonably, your best ax will be the Mithril at 50 forge with an impulse from a Dwarven Stout or Addy at
70. If you want a rune ax or a peak, you will need level 86 or level 90, respectively. Q: How do I know law/nature/cósmica runes? A: The only way to get them is through drops. Warriors Oresos and shamans Ovices The three lower at a fairly common pace. In addition, warriors can be protected but, unlike other melee monsters, they are very resistant
to magic. For runes of law, Ankou (level 67 at least) are the best. Hill Giants, Moss Giants, & Ice Giants fall with ,sodigocaelet ,sodigocaelet res nebed euq odnuforp otreised le ne soevosed yah ,azelarutan al araP .oleiH ed sorerreuG sol rop uaetalP etsaW nezorF ne evosed nu yah n©Ãibmat ,socims³Ãc sol araP .serojem sol nos aniloC al ed setnagiG
sol y sorucso sogam sol ,acims³Ãc al y azelarutan al araP .aicneucerf law = 3 natures. Q: For the supreme ironmen, what should we always have in the inventory? A: Beginners: Keep your law runes, nature runes, your pile of money and your bill. Nature runes and law runes are good for increasing the horseshoe experience rate. Everything else must
be easily obtainable or usable. At first, you'll probably have to keep some things more, since money is less easy to get. Hold your ³ charm until you plan to get 70 crafts. Players can use remote gears at all times as it is relatively lightweight and works both remotely and melee. Mage gear is easy to get, so do it only when you want to train mage.
Advanced: As levels become increasingly difficult to advance, players generally tend to spend more time doing an activity. ³ It becomes important to clean up your entire inventory and plan your activities ahead, so that you collect runes/coins and spend them all at once in order to clean up your entire inventory and maintain light settings for activities
such as rune creation³ Wilderness training or minerÃa, which depend on inventory space. All F2P elements are easily obtainable for high-level players and must be aware that coins can be safely stored in the LMS chest. Q: How ³ do I make money? A: To start, make Stronghold safety for 10k coins, or collect steel plates/platebody spawns in the desert.
Platelets are in the ruins (level 24 Wilderness), platelet bodies are in the lava maze (lvl 45, bring a knife / sword / dagger to cut the nets). Watch out for the PKers. The Earth's personnel also spawn inside the Lava Labyrinth before the bodies of the plateaus. (You don't have to worry about minor demons if you're low level.) You can sell them A general
store or sell them in the personnel store or in the armor shop. Combat training should be your main money creator because it does not take extra time when drops are efficiently collected among the attacks. At the beginning the combat can be replaced by the black selling counterfeit items to specialized stores. If the sale to a general store is
beneficial to sell the articles in small amounts (5-10) below, jump worlds and do it again. If you have the 40 fishing level, then lobster fishing in Musa Point, cooking them and the sale to the nearby store is also a good way to earn money. Random events can be very lucrative at the first levels, especially those that produce gems, which can be sold to
the gem merchant in Al Kharid. Q: What do my money spend? A: After acquiring the best in slot articles from above, which has just spent money on arrows and runes. In the case of the results, some money is lost simply emptying the inventory and obtaining the articles when you need them. Extra money banners can consider the purchase of Edgeville
Point of reaparicion with 5,000,000 coins. This is ã ostil since it unlocks a Runecrafting strategy that implies running from the altar of the body to the monastery, using the Kharid scorpion to kill (requires 31 prayer), and reappear in Edgeville with 100% execution energy. Q: What skill do I put in experience? A: Everything could be put in Herrería,
since one would tend to 89 Smithing for the Scimitars Rune, but only 45 prayer and only Runecrafting to gain total levels. Therefore, although Runecrafting is the most slow ability to train, the Smithing is the most prudent option for the regrets. Q: Wait, are Canoas F2P? A: Sã. They do a good transport in the Misthalin's area and save race energy.
The closest lumbridge axes can be found talking to the wooden / siremaking tutor on the other side of the river, or a bolt of Érbol on the farm east north of the Canoa estation, so as of Bob's Brilliant Axes. Q: Another advice to save energy? To noc noc n³Ãicarapmoc ne airaroh aicnerefid aL .miraS troP ed lecr¡Ãc al a ¡Ãratropsnart eT .ragap a sagein et
euq y ,odijarof nu sere euq yatnahS a eliD .ssaP yatnahS a rerroc ogeul ,egdirbmuL a elet asac a se anajel n³Ãicacibu anu edsed ajmaraK o noegnuD ecI nainragsA y miraS troP a adip¡Ãr s¡Ãm There are no huge ones, so other places in Asgarnia, such as Crafting Guild and Falador, can be reached faster simply by taking a direct route on foot. Another
way to save execution energy is by using the mini-jugal to clan wars, running to the portal and then teleporting to the place you need to go. Q: I lost my precision ammy! How do I get it back? A: You can get a new amulet by giving the Mizgog wizard another set of beads, however, you can create a defense amulet with 27 Magic and 31 Crafting.
Elaboration.
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